Hemodynamic instability in the critically ill neonate: An approach to cardiovascular support based on disease pathophysiology.
Hemodynamic disturbance in the sick neonate is common, highly diverse in underlying pathophysiology and dynamic. Dysregulated systemic and cerebral blood flow is hypothesized to have a negative impact on neurodevelopmental outcome and survival. An understanding of the physiology of the normal neonate, disease pathophysiology, and the properties of vasoactive medications may improve the quality of care and lead to an improvement in survival free from disability. In this review we present a modern approach to cardiovascular therapy in the sick neonate based on a more thoughtful approach to clinical assessment and actual pathophysiology. Targeted neonatal echocardiography offers a more detailed insight into disease processes and offers longitudinal assessment, particularly response to therapeutic intervention. The pathophysiology of common neonatal conditions and the properties of cardiovascular agents are described. In addition, we outline separate treatment algorithms for various hemodynamic disturbances that are tailored to clinical features, disease characteristics and echocardiographic findings.